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The Anglo-Saxon Mint at
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A mint operated within the Anglo-Saxon burh at Lydford between the years AD c. 973
and ADc. 1050. No archaeological trace of it has been found, and all the conclusions
which can be drawn about it arise from a study of its surviving coins. About 400 or more
such coins are known, principally from finds in Scandinavia, especially Sweden. The mint
was highly productive in the reign of Æthelred II (AD 978-1016), when its output can
be estimated to have been in excess of a million coins, but subsequently it declined
sharply. The paper considers some of the factors which may have lain behind its fluctuating
fortunes; the moneyers’ names and movements between mints; patterns in the supply
of coin dies, and the impact of the raid on the burh in AD 997.

Late Saxon England developed what is widely accepted as the most
complex and sophisticated monetary system of its day in northern
Europe, many of whose intricacies have emerged only through careful
modern study of its surviving coins. Before describing the evidence for
the mint at Lydford, this paper will spell out the basic elements in the
workings of the national system of which the Lydford mint formed a
small part.

BACKGROUND
The right to issue coins was a royal prerogative, and the operation of
the currency an aspect of royal administration: the coinage was controlled
centrally. Nevertheless, production was dispersed. A mint was a privilege
of a town, and in the last century of Anglo-Saxon England mints
functioned at any one time in between fifty and eighty towns, scattered
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across England. The volume of coinage struck at each was broadly
proportional to its economic or administrative importance, so the four
major towns - London, then York, Lincoln and Winchester - together
accounted for more than half the coinage, whilst the dozen smallest
mints are known from only one or two coins (e.g. Petersson, 1990,
213-14). In each mint were one or more moneyers, each in charge of a
workshop; the Winchester evidence shows that these were substantial
townsmen, whose premises were dispersed around the city (Biddle, 1976,
396-422). At towns like Lydford, for which there survives no specific
documentary record, one might anticipate that there would not have
been a single mint but a number of different workshops in the most
substantial properties of the burh; typically these would tend to cluster
in its centre.
Virtually the entire late Saxon coinage was of silver pence; even large
payments of thousands of pounds must have been made by counting out
and weighing the appropriate number of coins. Saxon coins were of
high value: a sheep could be bought for three or five pence, a pig for
ten and a cow for twenty (Loyn, 1986, 3). They were struck between
engraved iron dies, one bearing the obverse and the other the reverse
design, like the exciting finds from Coppergate, York (Pirie, 1986, 33—45).
The moneyers bought these dies from the Crown; royal control of their
production, use and disposal was vital to the system.
Towards the end of the reign of Edgar (959-75), probably in 973, the
English coinage underwent a major reform which was to determine its
course for more than a century and a half. Henceforth, pennies were to
be of a standard design throughout the kingdom, the obverses consistently
with a royal portrait and title, the reverses always with the name of the
mint and moneyer. All the old pre-reform coinage was withdrawn and
new coin issued; a number of new mints were opened. A further important
feature of the reform was the institution of the process known as
renovatio monetae - the renewal of the currency. After a fixed period
of years - at first of about six years but later of only three - a new
design of coin (substantive type) was introduced throughout the kingdom;
the moneyers at each mint bought dies of the new type, handing in their
old dies. A large proportion of the old coinage was withdrawn, melted
down and reissued in the new type. As understood by Dolley in the
1960s, the system entailed the very rapid withdrawal of the entire
currency in England and its replacement by coins of a new type, precisely
at six-yearly intervals, through the period 973-1035 (Dolley and Metcalf,
1961). There is, however, substantial evidence that the renovatio was
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The earliest known Lydford coin: Edgar, Reform Small Cross issue, c. 973-5,
struck by the moneyer Æthelred. (Enlarged) (Exeter City Museums).
Figure 1.

neither as thoroughgoing in the withdrawal of old coin nor as perfectly
regular in its timing as Dolley thought (Stewart, 1986; Metcalf, 1998,
passim).

THE LYDFORD MINT2
It can be estimated that there survive today rather more than 400 pennies
bearing the Lydford mint signature.3 They range in date from the end
of the reign of Edgar, through the reigns of Edward the Martyr, Æthelred
II (‘the Unready’), Cnut, Harthacnut/Harold I and much of the reign of
Edward the Confessor - a period of about 77 years from c. 973 to
c. 1050.
Until recently the earliest coins attributable to Lydford have been four
pennies of Edward the Martyr (975-8).4 It has long seemed quite likely
that the mint was in fact established a little earlier, being one of those
set up in the reform of Edgar of c. 973, alongside other Westcountry
mints such as Axbridge, Watchet, Milborne Port and Taunton (e.g.
Dolley, 1970, 25; Jonsson, 1987b, 147; Stewart, 1990, 8). This possibility
has now been confirmed by the ‘discovery’ by Peter Mitchell of A. H.
Baldwin & Sons of a penny of Edgar’s Reform Small Cross issue (973-5).
The coin is now in the collections of Exeter City Museums (Fig 1). In
the absence of earlier coins, Lydford appears at present to have been the
last of Devon’s four mints to be established: Exeter had begun at the
end of Alfred’s reign, c. 895-9,5 Barnstaple and Totnes by the 950s.6
However, given the great rarity of pre-Reform coins with signatures of
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of the four extant specimens of the Normal Small Cross type of
Edward the Martyr of 975-8. (Enlarged) (Exeter City Museums).
One

Number of specimens

Figure 2.
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Figure 3.

COIN TYPES
Small Cross, 973-9
First Hand, 979-85
Second Hand, 985-91
Crux, 991-97
Long Cross, 997-1003
Helmet, 1003-9
Last Small Cross, 1009-16
Quatrefoil, 1017-23
Helmet, 1023-9
Short Cross, 1029-35

AND DATES
10
Jewel Cross, 1035-7
11
Fleur-de-Lys, 1038-40
12
Arm and Sceptre, 1040-2
13
Pacx, 1042-4
14
Radiate, 1044-6
15
Trefoil/Quadrilateral, 1046-8
16
Small Flan, 1048-50
17
Expanding Cross, 1050-3
18
Pointed Helmet, 1053-6

The total number of coins per type in a sample of 321 Lydford pennies.
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Obverses (above) and reverses (below) of Lydford coins of each of the major
issues of Æthelred II: (a) First Hand, (b) Second Hand, (c) Crux, (d) Long Cross, (e)
Helmet, (f) Last Small Cross (Exeter City Museums). The coins are shown enlarged.
For details see Note 16.
Figure 4.
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A specimen of the very rare Early Transitional Crux type with right-facing
Benediction style bust, struck at Lydford by the moneyer Godwine (Enlarged) (Exeter
Figure 5.

City Museums).

the smaller mints (Barnstaple’s pre-Reform activity is known from only
one coin and that of Totnes from only four) and the high proportion of
coins without a mint signature, the possibility that Lydford’s production
began before the Reform cannot be completely excluded.
The bulk of the mint’s coinage belongs to the six successive principal
types of the reign of Æthelred II (978-1016) listed in Figure 3 and
illustrated in Figure 4. Among the rare issues of the reign, Lydford is
now known to have struck the First Small Cross coinage at the beginning
of the period (M. Sharp in litt.) and also the interesting and rare Early
Transitional Crux type, the obverse with the right-facing bust of the
preceding Benediction Hand issue, discussed by Dolley (1961) and Stewart
(1970, 11; 1998) (Fig. 5). This type is attested at only three other mints
- Exeter, Wilton and Hereford - and must have been aborted a few
weeks or months before production of the new Crux issue proper began
c. 991.

Output

The pattern of activity in the period c. 973-1050 was of rapid expansion
in the reign of Æthelred II, reaching a peak of production in the Last
Small Cross issue at the end of his reign (c. 1010-16/18), followed by a
drastic decline in Cnut’s reign and tiny output thereafter. The pattern
can be shown in a variety of ways. A simple, crude measure is by the
number of moneyers recorded at the mint in successive issues, as used
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BARNSTAPLE

EXETER

The number of moneyers at the Devon mints, c. 973-1056 (see Note 14).
The coin types are those shown in Figure 3.

for example by David Hill in his ranking of mints in his Atlas of AngloSaxon England (Hill, 1984, 130). The totals for all the Devon mints are
shown in Figure 6. This index has many faults; for example, it does not
distinguish between prolific moneyers and those who struck few coins,
or between contemporary and successive moneyers in a single issue. A
second index, rather more telling, is the number of extant coins of each
type for the mint. The totals per type in a sample of some 321 coins of
which the writer has details are shown in Figure 3. This indicates in
more pronounced fashion just how rapid was the rise in Æthelred’s reign
and, despite the presence of five moneyers in the Quatrefoil issue under
Cnut, how dramatic was the decline in output after c. 1018. Indeed the
diagram would show even sharper peaks in the most common types if
we were to include all the remaining examples of Lydford’s pence, since
the published museum collections contain a disproportionately large
number of the rarer coins. This index, however, is also subject to bias,
and the chance survival of a parcel of no fewer than sixty-six Lydford
pence of the Last Small Cross issue at Valdarve (described below) must
account for many of the specimens of that type which survive in
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Figure 7. Metcalf’s estimate of the total number of dies used at
c. 973-1050. The coin types are those shown in Figure 3.

EXETER

the Devon mints,

collections today. Without that find Long Cross might well have appeared
the most common type at Lydford.
Michael Metcalf’s important work on the levels of production of all
the English mints, both absolute and relative to one another, takes the
study of output much further (Metcalf, 1981). His work provides es
timates of the number of dies used in each issue at each mint and
expresses these as a percentage of the estimated total volume of coins
struck in each issue. Metcalf’s estimate of the number of dies at Lydford
is shown in Figure 7; ideally this would be based on a detailed study
distinguishing all the known dies and then establishing the number of
known specimens of each die (which can also allow some estimate of
dies not represented among surviving coins), but such a detailed study
has not yet been undertaken for the Lydford mint. The estimated
proportion of national output is shown in Figure 8. Lydford’s total
volume of output can be estimated from these figures, based on the
multiplier of 10,000 coins struck per reverse die (a little less than £43,
rather lower than that known for the later Middle Ages). This would
amount to 560,000 coins in the six-year period of Last Small Cross when
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----------------- Aethelred II----------------- ---------- Cnut----- Contessa ►
LYDFORD
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TOTNES

COIN TYPES
Small Cross, 973-9
First Hand. 979-85
Second Hand. 985-91
Crux. 991-97
Long Cross. 997-1003
Helmet. 1003-9
Last Small Cross, 1009-16
Quatrefoil, 1017-23
Helmet 1023-9
Short Cross, 1029-35

BARNSTAPLE

EXETER

AND DATES
10
Jewel Cross, 1035-7
11
Fleur-de-Lys, 1038-40
12
Arm and Sceptre, 1040-2
13
Pacx, 1042-4
14
Radiate, 1044-6
15
Trefoil/Quadrilateral, 1046-8
Small Flan, 1048-50
16
17
Expanding Cross, 1050-3
18
Pointed Helmet. 1053-6

Figure 8. Metcalf’s estimate of the percentage of the English coinage struck at the
Devon mints, c. 973-1050.

production was at its height, and rather more than 1.5 million coins
during the entire life of the mint (Metcalf, 1981, esp. 63, 74-5, 80).
Gauged by the total number of known coins over the entire period
973-1066, Lydford ranks thirty-fourth among the English mints above such places as Bristol, Nottingham and Derby but below such
other Westcountry mints as Shaftesbury and Ilchester (Petersson, 1990,
218). This period, of course, includes the years c. 1023-66 when
Lydford’s output was tiny or had ceased. Under Æthelred the burh
produced as much as 0.86 per cent of England’s coinage. At its height
of activity in Last Small Cross at the end of Æthelred’s reign, Lydford
actually rose to rank among the top dozen mints, striking some 1.92
per cent of the nation’s coinage (Metcalf, 1981, 72-8). Such evidence
of vigorous economic activity seems surprising in such a remote place,
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set in an area of low agricultural productivity, and in a remarkable
and controversial paper J. R. Maddicott has made a powerful case
for linking Lydford’s vitality to mineral extraction, especially of tin
(Maddicott, 1989, 35-8), although others have emphasized the possi
bility that the silver of the coins may itself have been mined there
(e.g. Metcalf, 1998, 245). The latter possibility might be explored by
a non-destructive analysis of the trace elements in coins struck at
Lydford and other Devon mints, and comparison of the results with
the money supply elsewhere. This, however, has not been carried out.
We may also note the way in which the coinage of Lydford conforms
in broad outline to the general pattern of the west Wessex mints
(mainly in Devon and Somerset). Collectively they were astonishingly
productive early in Æthelred’s reign, experienced a slow decline in
successive issues after Second Hand (i.e. after c. 991), then underwent
a really pronounced dive in fortune in Cnut’s Helmet issue (i.e. after
c. 1023), fading to less than a quarter of their earlier share of national
production after the 1030s (Metcalf, 1981, 74-5). Maddicott (1989,
28-31), developing an idea of Michael Dolley (1966, 36), has suggested
this reflects a brief period of thriving trade between Ireland and
south-west England following the Viking descent on the Wirral in
979-80 and the subsequent decline of Chester - a period which was
brought to an end by the subsequent steady rise of Bristol and
Gloucester and the recovery of Chester. This seems quite plausible in
the case of the ports of Barnstaple, Watchet and perhaps even Exeter
but hardly explains the same pattern in the inland towns like Bridport
and Ilchester. There must have been other factors at work which
caused the overall decline of the economy of west Wessex. In the
case of Lydford, and perhaps of Devon generally, the fluctuating
fortunes of the putative mining industry might have been highly
significant, but until analytical work on the coins is carried out, or
archaeological evidence is recovered, the importance of such factors
will remain quite unknown.

Personnel
The moneyers’ names recorded on the reverses of Lydford pence are the
only surviving records of the names of individuals operating at Lydford
in the late Saxon period. In normalized form (now conveniently listed
in Jonsson and van der Meer, 1990, 89 and Stewart, 1990, 10) they are
as follows:7
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Ælfric
Ælfstan
Ælfwine
Æthelraed
Æthelstan

Beorhtwine
Bruna
Edric
Edwine
Goda
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Godric
Godwine
Hunwine
Saewine
Vikingr (?)

Most of these are Old English names, but the last, which appears on
the coins as Wicing, is taken by most commentators to be the Scandinavian
name Vikingr, rather than the Old English name Wiring, meaning a
pirate (Smart, 1986, 180). It appears on Lydford coins of the period
c. 1030-6. By this time a Scandinavian name is not certain evidence of
an individual being Scandinavian8 but we may note other possible
evidence of Scandinavians in Devon’s late Saxon burhs. These include
the church of St Olave in Fore Street, Exeter, whose dedication has been
regarded as indicative of a Scandinavian presence (Allan et al., 1984,
397; Brooke and Keir, 1975, 141); the Scandinavian names Cytel, Thurgod
and Carla among Exeter’s moneyers in Æthelred’s reign; Scula at Exeter
under Cnut, and the Totnes moneyers Thurgod under Cnut and Farman
in the time of Harold I and Harthacnut (Smart, 1986, 180; coins listed
in Stewart, 1990, 8).
Several of the names of Lydford moneyers are known at other West
country mints, raising the possibility that they may have moved from
mint to mint. In the case of the more common names their identity is
hard to establish. Ælfstan, Godric and Godwine, for example, are among
the most common Old English names, represented at mints scattered all
over the country (Jonsson and van der Meer, 1990, 23, 129). The name
Goda must have been popular in the Westcountry; it survives for example
in eight different Devon place-names (Gover et al., 1931-2, 684).9 By
contrast, the name Hunwine is a very rare one. In his listing of AngloSaxon personal names Searle (1897, 308) records only three instances of
the name, all in documents relating to Devon and all conceivably of the
same individual: first a man who made surety respecting land at Stoke
Canon near Exeter c. 970 (Birch, 1885, No. 1244); second the minister
granted a hide of land, also at Stoke Canon, by Cnut in 1033 (Davidson,
1883, 289-90; Sawyer, 1968, 291-2, No. 971; bounds in Hooke, 1994,
195-6); and third Hunwine the son of Hecca who appears in the witness
list to an agreement concerning land at Holcombe Rogus dated 1046
(Kemble, 1839—48, No. 1334; Sawyer, 1968, No. 1474). The name
Hunwine is found on the coins of no fewer than six mints in west
Wessex, and in an order which suggests that they must all have been
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The career of the moneyer Hunwine as reconstructed by Stewart (1970) and
Blackburn (1974) (see Note 15).
Figure 9.

struck by a single individual. From the succession of coins Stewart (1970,
14) and Blackburn (1974, 16-22) reconstructed his career as follows: As
a young man Hunwine began his work as a moneyer in the years c. 983-5
at Totnes, spending about seven years there before moving to Exeter.
Here he was very active, and was also given the chance to coin at
Ilchester. The sole moneyership at Watchet then fell vacant; Hunwine
took it and retained it for about twenty-five years. Whilst at Watchet
he must have become very influential, as he was awarded additional
moneyerships at Exeter, Axbridge and Lydford. By the end of his life in
the early 1020s, after forty years of minting coins, he was becoming less
active. His last coin was struck at Lydford in Pointed Helmet around
the year 1025 (Fig. 9). Hunwine would by this time have been in his late
fifties or sixties.
Whilst Hunwine’s itinerary may be reconstructable in unusual detail,
it may not have been exceptional. Stewart (1970, 18) points out the series
of mints in which the name Ælfwine is found, and suggests a similar
progression from mint to mint (Fig. 10). Other possible instances of
individuals moving from mint to mint are Godwine (at Exeter, then
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Lydford, then Totnes) and Ælfstan (at Exeter, then Exeter and Totnes,
finally Lydford) in Æthelred’s reign and Saewine under Æthelred and
Cnut (at Exeter c. 1009-30 and Lydford c. 1017-30). Several of these
spent their last days at Lydford, as if it were a retirement home for old
moneyers.10

Coin Dies

It was Michael Dolley who first recognized that within some of the
issues of late Saxon coinage there were distinct stylistic groups which
were specific to particular areas of the country. These, he realized, must
reflect the engraving of coin dies at regional centres and their distribution
to local mints. Dolley’s first publication of this phenomenon was of a
group of coins of Cnut’s Quatrefoil issue struck at the south-western
mints, in which the royal portrait was of a highly distinctive form in
which the folds of the drapery over the king’s chest were arranged in
parallel hoops (Dolley, 1956; style shown top left in Figure 11). In recent
years the study of regional die-production has received much attention,
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Figure 11. The distribution of coin dies from Exeter in Cnut’s Quatrefoil issue (Blackburn
and Lyon, 1986). The size of each pie is proportional to the known number of dies at
each mint in this issue; the black portion shows the proportion of the total in 'Exeter'
style, which is drawn top left (see Note 15).

and a complex pattern of changing centralized and regional die-pro
duction has emerged. In the early issues after the Reform - Small Cross,
First Hand, Second Hand, Crux, Long Cross and Helmet - many or
most of the dies were sent out to the outlying provincial mints like
Lydford from London or Winchester. At the end of Æthelred’s reign, in
Last Small Cross, however, the south-western mints were supplied with
dies of local origin, which in all likelihood were engraved in, and
distributed from, Exeter (Dolley, 1958a; Blackburn and Lyon, 1986,
223-4). These, like the subsequent coins of Cnut’s Quatrefoil issue first
distinguished by Dolley, display the distinctive feature of the drapery of
the cloak arranged in parallel hoops (e.g. Fig. 4f).
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The remarkable study of Blackburn and Lyon (1986), which analyses
the pattern of die-production at its most complex in the Quatrefoil issue
of the early years of Cnut’s reign (ibid.), identified no fewer than fortytwo different styles and sub-styles in this single issue, produced at
nineteen different die-centres. Lydford was at first supplied with the
elegant dies with drapery in parallel hoops, described above, which the
Lydford moneyers must have acquired from Exeter. The activity of the
Exeter die-cutters as discussed by Blackburn and Lyon (ibid.) is shown
in Figure 11. At Lydford, most moneyers replaced their Exeter dies with
others of quite different style, now attributed to Taunton (ibid., 232).
Surprisingly, the latter formed the majority of dies used here in this issue
(nine of thirteen dies: ibid., 262-3), whereas all the dies used at Totnes,
Barnstaple, the lost site of *Geothaburh, and even Crewkerne, were sent
from Exeter (ibid., 260-3).

Coinage Distribution

Our knowledge of the circulation of coins of the Lydford mint remains
very imperfect, especially in England, where well-documented discoveries
of this period, both of hoards and single finds, remain scarce. The vast
majority of the surviving coins, of course, come from Scandinavian
hoards, those from Sweden being by far the most numerous. On his
database of Scandinavian coin finds Jonsson lists some 196 Lydford
pence from Sweden and 14 from Denmark; these figures cover about 80
to 90 per cent of the recorded hoard finds (Jonsson in litt.). Fully twothirds of the Swedish finds come from Gotland, where about fifty hoards
containing Lydford coins are known. In most of them Lydford is
represented by just one, two or three coins, forming a very minor element
in the mixture of English, Continental and Arabic coinage circulating in
Scandinavia. Occasionally, however, a hoard will show an unusual
concentration of coins from a particular area, indicating the presence of
a parcel of coins from a specific source which had not circulated
sufficiently to become dispersed. With regard to Lydford, the most
remarkable instance of this phenomenon is the hoard found at Valdarve
in Eskelhem parish (Gotland) in 1851. This comprised some 744 coins,
of which 523 were Anglo-Saxon. No fewer than sixty-eight Lydford
coins were present. Æthelred’s Last Small Cross type was represented in
the hoard by some 300 coins, of which sixty-six were struck at Lydford
- more even than London, which was represented by sixty-three coins
(Blackburn and Jonsson, 1981, 157-8; Jonsson, in litt.). The other Devon
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mints were also represented by unusually large numbers of Last Small
Cross coins: Exeter by forty-eight (16 per cent, cf. c. 3.6 per cent of
national output in this issue), Totnes by seven and Barnstaple three
(ibid., 158). Even the last two figures are exceptionally high: only about
twenty-four Totnes coins of this issue are known, whilst Barnstaple coins
of this type are known from a mere eight examples. Outside Sweden
and Denmark, Lydford coins, in common with those of other AngloSaxon mints, circulated around the Baltic, and are known from finds in
Finland, Russia, Latvia, Poland and northern Germany.11 The collections
in these countries also contain further Lydford coins whose provenances
are unrecorded but which probably derive in large part from local
hoards. For example, only one of the fifteen published Lydford pence of
Æthelred II in the Hermitage collection at St Petersburg has a secure
Russian provenance, but many of the rest must actually have been found
in Russia or at least in neighbouring areas around the Baltic (Potin,
1999, passim). At least a single Lydford coin die also appears to have
been carried to Scandinavia and been used subsequently in the production
of Anglo-Scandinavian coins. Potin illustrates a Helmet penny of Æthelred II in the Hermitage collection, struck at Lydford by the moneyer
Goda using official English dies (Potin, 1999, No. 1070). He notes that
the obverse is struck from the same die as one with a blundered reverse
illustrated by Maimer (1997, No. 512.1631). The latter coin is AngloScandinavian and the link can only have arisen by the transport of the
Lydford die.
A second group of finds comes from Ireland. Michael Dolley noted
that a disproportionately large number of Dublin finds of the reign of
Æthelred II, especially its early years, are from the Devon mints: four
of the ten single finds of the reigns of Æthelred II and Cnut from
excavations in Dublin came from the mints of Barnstaple and Exeter
(two each) (Wallace, 1986, 210-11). The strength of the connection
between Devon and Ireland is also evident in the hoard found near
Kildare in 1923. It comprised thirty-six Anglo-Saxon pence, all of the
First Hand and Second Hand issues of Æthelred II, deposited c. 991. Six
of the coins were from Devon mints - four of Exeter and two of Lydford
(the last two First Hand of Æthelred and Second Hand of Godwine),
i.e. one sixth of the total, well above Devon’s proportion of the national
currency (Wells, 1923-4, 51-9: the original publication with photos of
the Lydford coins; for additions and change of provenance see Thompson,
1956, 51-2; Dolley, 1966, 33, 36). This evidence for a strong link with
Dublin is supported by the fact that several of the earliest coins struck
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at Dublin copy the names of Westcountry moneyers and mints. Among
these is a coin of Æthelred II’s Helmet type whose reverse bears the
name of Bruna of Lydford, first attributed to the Hiberno-Norse series
by Dolley (1961b) and accepted as such by Blackburn (1990, 11-20) in
his recent reconsideration of the coins of this group.
By contrast, no finds of Lydford coins are known from Devon,12 where
a mere eight single finds of English pence of the period 900-1100 have
been recorded and where no Anglo-Saxon or Norman hoards have been
found.13 The nearest local finds are the Lydford penny of Cnut’s Short
Cross issue, now in the British Museum, which probably derives from
the Wedmore (Somerset) hoard (Gunstone, 1977, xxxi(z); Glendining &
Co., 1990, 15 (Brettell 468)), and the penny of Æthelred’s Crux issue
struck by Goda of Lydford, found on the excavation at Mawgan Porth,
Cornwall (Blackburn and Bonser, 1985, 66). Indeed, finds of Lydford
coins throughout England and Wales are very scarce. The only other
recorded single find is the rare Helmet penny of Æthelred II from St
Lythans, south Wales (Metcalf, 1998, 265), now in the National Museum
of Wales. Finds of Æthelred II from English hoards seem remarkably
rare, and the writer has noted only two: a First Hand penny of the
moneyer Æthelred in the Bank of England, London, hoard of 1877 (BMC
281: Greuber and Keary, 1887, 230; the provenance in Jonsson, 1986,
74) and the Last Small Cross penny of Æthelred II struck by Bruna at
Lydford, found with other single coins from Exeter and Barnstaple,
among thirty identifiable pence of that type in the St Martin’s-le-Grand,
London, hoard deposited c. 1015, and recovered before c. 1870 (Butler
and Dolley, 1959; Thompson, 1956, 89). Less surprising, given the decline
in output, is the rarity of Lydford coins of Cnut in England: there is
only a single fairly certain example, found among c. 123 coins of the
Quatrefoil issue, which are believed to derive from a find at Kingsholm,
Gloucestershire around 1780 (Dolley and Metcalf, 1958; Jonsson, 1994,
211), with the probable second example in the Wedmore hoard (above).
Taken together, the Mawgan Porth, St Lythans, Kingsholm and Wedmore
finds show a distinctly westerly bias to the provenances of Lydford
finds in England and Wales, especially when one considers how scarce
finds of any sort have been in south-west England (but see Postscript
below).

The Raid of 997
Finally, since the raid of 997 was the occasion for offering this paper,
the numismatic evidence for its impact on the burh may be considered.
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The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle’s record of the Danish army ‘burning and
slaying everything they came across’ (Whitelock, 1961, s.a. 997) leaves
the impression of a disaster. The numismatic evidence suggests a different
picture. The year 997 falls at the beginning of Æthelred’s Long Cross
issue, dated by Dolley to Michaelmas (i.e. September 29) 997 - Michael
mas 1003, and by Stewart to c. 996-7 to 1004. Whilst we cannot know
the exact relative timing of the raid and the start of Long Cross, these
events must have been very close in date, and a punishing raid ought to
be evident in a sharp reduction in mint output. It is true that the total
volume of coinage struck here was less in Long Cross than in the
preceding Crux issue (Fig. 6) but Crux was struck on a huge scale (about
40 million coins) compared to perhaps 20 million in Long Cross (Metcalf,
1981, 63). As a proportion of national output, coinage at Lydford actually
increased from 0.62 per cent to 0.73 per cent. We may note that the
Chronicle does not state that Lydford was sacked - merely that the army
reached the burh. It seems likely that it was successfully defended. By
contrast, Totnes experienced a sharp decline in production after c. 997
(from 50 to 10 equivalent dies; from 1.24 to 0.57 per cent of national
total: ibid., 74, 80) which might be connected with the raid.
In fact it was in the following issue - Helmet, starting c. 1003/4 that there was a pronounced decline in activity at all the small Devon
mints: coins of this issue are very rare at Lydford, Barnstaple and
Totnes, and at the last two burhs output remained low thereafter
(Fig. 7). This may suggest that the raid on Devon which followed in
1003 was more damaging than that of 997. Here, however, we should
note that, paradoxically, at Exeter, which appears to have suffered
heavily in this raid (Allan et al., 1984, 411), overall mint output fell
but the city’s share of national coin production rose from 3.7 to 4.1
per cent (ibid., 74). In fact the pattern of mint activity in Devon late
in Æthelred’s reign suggests that the Devon burhs were surprisingly
resilient to the raids of 997 and 1003. More damaging was a long
term decline in the collective prosperity of the towns of west Wessex,
which had already begun in the early 990s and became very marked
in the late 1020s. When the Domesday surveyors made their record
of Lydford in 1086 they were recording a town which had reached
the peak of its prosperity fully a century earlier.

NOTES
1. For general introductions to the subject see North, 1980; Dolley, 1970.
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2. The best (albeit brief) modern summary of the mint is Stewart (1990). Few
early papers dealt specifically with the Devon mints but see Gill (1878) for
the state of knowledge at that time.
3. This estimate is based on the following: Petersson (1990, 213) counted some
250 coins in his very extensive sample of more than 44,000 coins in
Scandinavian collections and published sources. This, however, excludes
British and other private collections. We may certainly add the 38 Brettell
coins, and 34 further coins offered for sale in recent years or known to the
writer in private collections. An estimate of the proportion of the total of
those known which are represented in Petersson’s tables can be made for
some of the rarer coins. For example, Petersson lists 365 of the 600 coins
of Harold II listed by Pagan (1990, 202), and 16 of the 32 known Lydford
coins of First Hand and Second Hand (based on Jonsson, 1987b, 74 and 95
with a few amalgamations of single coins listed in more than one sale and
a few additions). In these instances Petersson’s lists represent 50-60 per cent
of the total. However, for the entire period c. 991-1042, for which the
Scandinavian hoards provide by far the greatest part of the sample, Petersson’s
figures probably represent a considerably higher proportion - perhaps 70-80
per cent of the total (Jonsson in litt. ). This is particularly true of the rarer
coins, of which a larger proportion are held in the major collections analysed
by Petersson.
4. Listed in Jonsson, 1987b, 53.
5. Dolley and Blunt, 1961, 83, 87.
6. For a summary of the Barnstaple mint see Stewart, 1975; for its first coin
see Archibald and Blunt, 1986, No. 852. For a summary of Totnes see
Stewart, 1990; for the coin see Archibald and Blunt, 1986, No. 853.
7. I have made one addition to the published lists: Edric in the Small Flan issue
of Edward the Confessor. The coin is Grueber and Keary, 1887, No. 812,
published as Ælfric but in the writer’s view the reading is Edric.
8. I am grateful to Dr Peter Kitson for his advice on this point.
9. Godcott (N. Petherwin), Godford (Awliscombe), Godsworthy (Peter Tavy),
Goodamoor (Brixton), Gutton (Shobrooke) (Gover et al., 1931-2, respectively
159, 609, 232, 44 and 539, 229, 250, 417).
10. In 1970 Stewart (1970, 11-12) suggested that the pattern of issues in seven
Westcountry mints struck by the moneyer or moneyers named Goda provided
another instance of this phenomenon. This seems certain in the case of the
Goda who struck at *Geothaburh and Exeter (die-linked) and very probable
in the case of the Goda who struck at Ilchester, then Cadbury, before
returning to Ilchester. But since 1970 new finds of Goda’s coins of Lydford
(in Helmet and Quatrefoil) and Shaftesbury (in Last Small Cross: Jonsson
and van der Meer, 1990) provide unbroken sequences at these two mints,
weakening the case that the Lydford Goda was itinerant. The name was
evidently common here (above).
11. Nordman (1921, 45, 68) published five Lydford coins from Finland: one
Long Cross and three Last Small Cross of Æthelred II and one Quatrefoil
of Cnut. For Russian finds see BMC, Æthelred II 282, Crux, Goda ‘found
in Russia’; Potin, 1999, No. 1364 from the Lodeinoe Pole III hoard of
1949 among 329 Anglo-Saxon coins and over 2,400 German ones; Kluge,
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12.

13.

14.

15.
16.

17.

1987, 32 for three Last Small Cross in the Lodeinoe Pole I find of 1878.
For Latvia see Berga, 1996, No. 75 from Mezotne hillfort; for Poland
sec Mikolajczyk, 1987, 17) one Long Cross among 113 Anglo-Saxon in
the Stryjewo Wielkie hoard of c. 1972; one Crux in Rummelsburg hoard
of 1861; another Crux in the Leissow 1894 hoard among 122 AngloSaxon; one Long Cross and one Last Small Cross in the Althoefchen
1872 hoard among 75 Anglo-Saxon (Kluge, 1987, 15-17 and No. 554);
one Quatrefoil of Cnut, one of Harold I Fleur-de-Lys and a third of
Edward the Confessor Pacx in the Plonsk 1854 hoard among c. 1050
Anglo-Saxon coins deposited after c. 1061 (ibid., 28). For Germany see
Kluge, 1987, 23: only one Quatrefoil penny among over 1,800 English
coins of Cnut in the Lubeck hoard of 1875 - an interesting reflection of
how rare Lydford coins were by this time.
Gunstone was evidently informed that one of the coins in Exeter Museum
had been found at Lydford (Gunstone, 1977, No. 586). This, however,
was merely guesswork (Fox, 1952, 248). The coin is clearly a Scandinavian
find, since it is peck-marked.
The genuine finds are ‘Plymouth Churchyard’ 1852 (Harthacnut, Jewel
Cross: Metcalf, 1980, 39); Bradninch (Harold I, no detail: Croslegh, 1911,
269); Lympstone/Exmouth (Edward the Elder, Minster type, North 667:
inf. ex N. Shiel; Read, 1995, 41-2, No. 158); Stokeinteignhead (Edward
the Confessor, Expanding Cross: inf ex N. Shiel; ibid., 41-2, No. 159);
Bishopsteignton (William II, Cross in Quatrefoil: Blackburn and Bonser,
1986, 82) and three Exeter finds: Æthelred, Helmet; William I, Two
Sceptres-, William II, Cross in Quatrefoil: Shiel, 1984, 248, 257).
The diagram is based on Jonsson and van der Meer (1990, 54—108) with
just one addition: Totnes is now known in Short Cross (Baldwin &
Sons, 1997, lot 1680).
There is strong evidence that Castle Gotha is not the site of *Geothaburh
(Padel, 1982) but I have placed the mint there for want of an alternative.
The coins are: (a) First Hand, moneyer Godwine (ex Brettell 432); (b)
Second Hand, moneyer Godwine (ex Brettell 435); (c) Crux, moneyer
Goda (ex Brettell 437); (d) Long Cross, moneyer Goda (ex Sotheby
19.iv.1993, lot 95); (e) Helmet, moneyer Bruna (bought Baldwin, 1996);
(f) Last Small Cross, moneyer Goda (bought Baldwin, 1996).
This is Brettell 436; two die duplicates were published by Dolley (1961,
183).

POSTSCRIPT
As this paper was being completed in 1998, information was beginning to emerge
about a major hoard of coins of Cnut, found by metal detectorists in eastern
England. It contained at least two coins of Cnut’s Short Cross issue with the
mint signature LVD or LYD, attributable to Lydford (cf. Dolley, 1958b; Hil
debrand, 1881, No. 2461 and Greuber and Keary, 1887, BMC 440, both formerly
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attributed to London). The Figures here have not been re-drawn to include this
new find.
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